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PREFACE
dis Itemorandim presents a prellminaxy idealized analysis of a
part of the flow field close behind a hypersonic projectile.

As such,

it is of interest primarily to those engaged in hypersonic-wake research.
This work is part of a continuing study of tiie physical and electromagnetic characteristics of hypersonic trails in the almosphere.
An analysis, by the same author, of a related problem was published as RM-2929-PR, Note on an Axially Symmetric Expansion Behind
a Body in Hypersonic Flow.
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SUMMARY

For the purpose of studying the structure of the Invlscid gas flow
near the narrow neck of the wake behind a projectile, the fomation of
a shock by a steady gas stream converging toward an axis of symmetry is
investigated. The flow is assumed to be a conical field with vertex
at the point where the inner boundary of the stream first reaches the
axis and where the shock starts.
A detailed treatment is given for the case where the flow downstream of the shock is uniform, axial, and of large Mach number M, so
that the semivertex angle T of the shock is snail, but Mr is not. It
is also assumed that the shock is at least fairly strong. An additional
small parameter then appears, and a uniform first-order approxination
with respect to it is derived. The streamlines are found to be nearlystraight and parallel, but the gas is found to suffer a precompression,
upstream of the shock, such that the inner boundary of the invlscid
gas stream is a vacuum line. Similarly, vacuum is approached asymptotically on all streamlines with distance upstream from the shock.
It is shown that the result concerning the occurrence of vacuum
must be expected to be independent of all but one assumption--that the
gas impinges on the axis at a non-zero angle. Accordingly, tall-shock
formation in two-dimensional and axlally symmetrical flows must be expected to differ in significant, still-unknown ways.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

When a body of revolution with a blunt base flies at constant,
supersonic speed, the vake is knovn to form a neck from which a tailshock issues (Fig. l).

Fig. 1
If the boundaiy layer is thin, the neck is veiy narrow, especially in
the axially symmetrical case, and the shock foms at a radius that is
small compared with both the radius of the base and the radius of curvature of the shock.

The flow near the shock and just outside the region

in which viscosity plays a strong, direct role may therefore possess a
structure similar to that obtained in the limiting case of zero neck
v.y

and boundaiy-layer thickness. '

In this case, the shock would be

The author is indebted to Prof. J. D. Cole for drawing his attention, after completion of the work reported here, to a note by
A. A. Nikol'skii on the boat-tail problem. Since this note is untranslated and not easily accessible, its main argument is reproduced
in Sec. VI. Nikol'skii's argument complements the work reported here
so as to leave no escape from the conclusion that, axially symmetrical'
tail-shock formation is not well understood.
At high Mach numbers, the wake does not look thin, but if Prandtl"s
approximation concerning the momentum balance in the wake is relevant
then the limit of infinite Reynolds number should remain similarly relevant.

-2expected to form on the axis at a point embedded in a region in -which
the radius takes values that are large compared with the mean free path
but only small compared with any other lengths representative of the
flow.

Accordingly, the existence of a continuum flow with conical sym-

metiy (Fig. 2) should be expected in this region.

This flow will be

studied in the following.

M . P2,^2

Fig. 2

It might be anticipated that a significant difference exists, just
as in the analogous nose-shock problem, between the cases of two-dimensional and axial 1y symmetrical flow. In the former case, the solution would be expected to consist simply of a plane shock flanked by
two regions of uniform flow. In the axially symmetrical case, on the
other hand, a nontrivlval conical solution may exist such that the
shock deflection angle T5 (Fig. 2) differs from the approach angle T9.
A distinction then arises between the ratio Pp/p-i of the limiting pressures on the two sides of the shock and the ratio p0/p of the pressure
p Just downstream of the shock to the pressure p on the boundaiy OA
(Fig. 2) of the incident stream. These are respectively the shockpressure and the approach-pressure ratios. In order to determine the
latter in terms of the approach angle, an explicit solution will first
be derived for a restricted range of circumstances. In Sec. V, it
will then be shown that the main results are independent of most of
these restrictions.

-5TI.

GOVBRNING BQUATIOHS

Tor the quantitative treatment, ve assune that the flow dovnstream
of the shock is purely axial.

Since the conical assumption indies

uniformity of the entropy except for a ivap across the shock, it follows
that the flow downstream of the shock is unifom.

Tor hypersonic flight

speeds, the shock angle x may be taken to he a small parameter.

It

will also be assumed that the Ifach number M downstream of the shock is
large, so that Mr is not snail.

The problem then falls within the

hypersonic smell-disturbance theory.
Accordingly, let x, r, i, p, Ü, and v denote respectively the axial
distance, radius, pressure, density, and axial and radial velocity components, and
x =
= x, r = rr, Ü - u^l +

2

T U),

V

- TUgvC^x)
(1)

P ■ P27^T p(r,x), p = p2p(r,x)
2

where the subscript 2 refers to the uniform flow downstream of the shock.
Then as

-> 0, the first approximations to the equations of continuity
and momentum oecome (2)
T

ore + °|ex = o
Jl
+ vov+i
dx
or
p

(2)

|E
or

-o

(3)

The fomer can be satisfied by the introduction of a stream function
ijj such that
a*
|i.
rp,

hi
g.-rp.

(»0

and, since viscous effects are neglected

üö(^)

(5)

■vftiere r is the ratio of the specific heats and is assumed to be constant.

Let M^ denote the Mach number just upstream of the shock, and
let a = MjJ sin
shock (Fig. 2).

(T

+

T5),

vhere

TS

is the stream deflection across the

The density and pressure ratios across the shock are
^2
l_
Pg
pl " Ra ' ?!

= P0

and for a perfect gas -^

(7 + Da

'

r

7 + 1

^

Let the subscript 1 denote conditions just upstream of the shock.
by Eq. (1)

P

l

= R

'

P

l

=

~2T" '

^

=

o~o

y

'Then,

(7)

The continuity of normal mass-flow rate and tangential velocity across
the shock implies (Fig. 2)
tan

T

= R tan

(T

+

T8)

and so to the first order

v

l = -5 = " ^

(8)

The final boundary condition required is the continuity of ^r across
the shock.
The assumption of conical synmetiy implies that ^ has the form
* =| r2F(7l),

Tl -f

(9)

*To avoid confusion, note that ^ =■ x 2,f(r/x) in Ref. 1 (Eq. (13b))
is misprinted. Since the line x = 0 falls in the nonuniform flow
region of the tail-shock problem, the use of T) is more convenient
here.

-5and by Eqs. (3) and (5), F must satisfy

^4-IC£)2-^r^-sxF.||nr+!

do

upstream of the shock, where CD = const ■ o^ , and the boundary conditions at the shock are
F(l) = 1,
by Eqs. (l), (8), and (9).

F'(l) = 2(1 - R)

(11)

The mathematical problem is to integrate

Eq, (lO) from T) = 1 towards smaller values of T] in order to find the
value Tl = -6 for which F = 0, and to compute the pressure.

The anal-

ogous problem for the nose shock was solved numerically in Ref. 1.

For

the tail shock, however, an analytical approach will be found more
suitable.

Since it is the interval of F, not of T], which is known a

priori

r
will be regarded as the independent variable, and
G(F) = R + (1 - K)Ti
as the dependent variable.

(12)

The system of Eqs, (10) and (ll) then

transforms into
.
70\(G - R) r
,0-, ,r
R17+l
F2^ + i FG' = -3=
\(G - R)G" + G 2
F - %^
2G'
2
d _ R)2 L
J L

G(l) = 1,

G'(l) =|

where primes denote differentiation with respect to F.

(13)

(1U)

III.

STRONG-SHOCK APPROXIMATION

The solution of Eqs. (13) and (ik) is seen to depend on the two
parameters R(cr) and 0^(0),

At hypersonic flight speeds, the experi-

mental evidence indicates tail shocks which possess appreciable pressure
ratios near the axis.

The shock strength a - 1 = M? sin2(T +

T&)

- 1

might therefore be expected to be large for a significant range of flight
conditions.

The limit of R as l/a -> 0 depends on the chemical state

of the gas and might be small, but for a perfect gas with 7 = l.U,
RW - 1/6; accordingly, R(o>) will not be regarded here as a small
parameter.

On the other hand, P"1 -> 0 as l/a -» 0, and so

-» 0, corre-

CTL

sponding to the well-known fact that the entropy upstream of a shock
becones negligible compared with that downstream, in the limit of Infinite shock strength.
o^ but
70^
H

Moreover, the relevant parameter will not be
J+Z

(1 - R)2

2

J^T P(1

(15)

- R)2

and, for example, if 7 - l.fc (1,2) and shock strength a - 1 - 2 only,
corresponding to a shock pressure ratio of 3.33 (3.2), the value of
2

7^T ^

is only 0.27 (0.19).

The assumption that n « 1 should there-

fore be proper for an important range of hypersonic flight conditions.
Hence, let ci^ -» 0.

Then by Eq. (3), v - const on the streamlines

as well as on the conical rays, so v = const upstream of the shock,
just as in the two-dimensional case, and 0 » & ■ (l - R)/R.

However,

this approximation yields no information on the approach pressure beyond ia « i2.

isy Eqs. (10, (8), and (9), n*Dreover, p = RP1/2, indi-

cating vacuum at the approach line A0 (Fig. 2).
Now consider the problem of obtaining a higher approximtlon.
first approximation, corresponding to

OL

G1(r) « r1/2

The

= 0 and v = const, is

(16)

If the perturbation problem were a regular one, the second approxlmtion.

GgCJ"), would be obtained from Bqs. (13) and (14) by substituting G,
on the right-hand side ot Eq. (13); i.e., solving

^K-t^-R)^/^-2

(17)

with G2(l) = 1, G^(l) - 1/2, ^Äilch yields

.

,

(18)

But as F ^ 0, the right-hand side of Eq. (17) tends to » if n j* 0, and
hence, Tp*iile Eq. (18) provides an accurate description of the flow in
most of the region between A0 and OS (Fig. 2), there yet remains a
narrow "boundary" sector adjacent to the approach line A0 in which
Eq. (16) falls to furnish even a first approximation for arbitrarily
simll \J. > 0.
The root of the difficulty is easily understandable from Eqs. (3)
and (5), which, if q and s denote respectively the velocity nagnitude
and arc length on the streamlines, may be combined to
11

öv

35

The nondimensional pressure gradient represented by the right-hand
side is singular at 0 (Fig. 3) but small eveiywhere else, so v changes
very little if any chosen streamline is followed upstream from the shock
over a finite distance (Fig. 3),

Fig. 3

-8But to reach very small values of the conical variable F = 2t|r/r requires folloving the streamline over a very large distance, over which
the effect of the small pressure gradient might accumulate significantly.

IV.

THE BOUKDARY SECTOR

The results of the preceding section show that as long as
F = 2itr/r

is not small, the first approximation is given by Eq.. (13)

with the right-hand side deleted, so that G = G^(F) = F1'2.

But in

the boundary sector -where F and hence also G are sufficiently small,
E

q.» (l3) must reduce to a different, approximate equation in which \x
plays an essential role.
Note that this sector near the boundary F = 0 must contain a transition sector for which Eq. (l6), while inaccurate, yet provides the
correct relative orders of magnitude.
fore, |F| « 1, |G| « R, and

In this transition sector, there-

|FG'I « R

(19)

so that
P

= F

" ~2G^ ~ H '

H

= 2G'

(20)

and Eq. (13) must reduce to
- nR)H' = - § H^FH7 + n)

+1

(FV

(21)

2

The transition sector begins where F is small enough for n to be significant in Eq. (21); by Eq_. (19), that must be when

7

1

FV "*"

- O(^), while

•V

still FH' » y..

Hence, the limiting form of Eq, (13) must become
+1

(FV

- ^)H. = - § KH^

(22)

whence

(3-7)

c

(23)

and const = 1 in order that Eq. (23) be identical with Eq. (16) in
the "regular" sector.

Hence

H

5 - 7H7

X

-10-

in the transition sector.

The regular sector, then, corresponds to

' » .2/(3-", H « -JTfi^
and the transition sector corresponds to
F = 0(H"2) - 0(n2/(3"7))

(25)

In the range expressed in Eq. (25), FH = 0(^ '^"7') « R; I.e.,
Eq. (19) remains valid for 1 < 7 < 3. By Eq. (22), moreover
H(7+i)/2

g „ KH -^'^ = 0(^/2) H(i-r)/a
=

0(,(r-i)/(6-27))

(a6)

in the range of Eq. (25), and so the corresponding range of G is « R,
and hence still

«

|G|

« R.

Note also that FTr

by Eqs. (2h) and (26), while H increases.
FTr

decreases as 7 does,

But Eq. (2h) shows that

possesses a lower bound in the transition sector

3-7
and so in Eq. (21), F^H7

- nR ä (7 + l)nR/(3 - 7).

Hence, however

' to ■vÄiich F may have decreased, FH

small the fraction of n

and Eq. (22) remains the first approximation to Eq. (13).'

» \x

Accordingly,

Eq. (2^) is the uniform first-order approximation to the solution
dG/dF ■ H/2 of Eqs. (13) and (ik) for 1 a F a 0.
The sector of Eq. (25) thus describes the transition from the
"regular" sector, where Eq. (l6) is the first approximation, to the
boundary sector,

W

F«M.'

",

where the first approximation is

^7+1 . J^

(27)

-li-

lt follows from Eq. (26) that G(0) « 1, and the first approximation
to the approach angle remains

e-i-^
The first approximations for the nondimensional density and pressure
in the boundaiy sector F « n2A3-7) are

k-

i

7 + 1

On the approach line AO (Fig. 2), the density and pressure vanish, not
because the shock strength is infinite, but because the conical solution Implies a precompression along the streamlines from vacuum at infinity upstream, to the density ^ and pressure p

at the shock.

-12-

V.

A QUALITATIVE ARGUMENT

It may be instructive to review the problem solved in the preceding sections in the light of a simpler, but only qualitative, argument -which illuminates especially the role played by the assumption
of conical symtnetiy.

This assumption states that p and v are to be

functions of only a single independent, conical variable and implies
that the entropy measure

CD

is constant upstream of the shock.

In the

following, the independent variable will be chosen to be, not 71 = x/r,
but the arc length a on an arbitrarily chosen streamline measured upstream from the shock in multiples of some suitable reference length.
Then, if q = (l + v ) '

represents the velocity mgnitude

aß ,
-q
d£
ox
1-vTida'

Ö£
71q
d£
orl-vTlda

The same relations hold for the derivatives of v.

The momentum and

energy equations, Eqs. (3) and (5), may therefore be combined to obtain

do

^^P

(28

1 - vn da

'

and the continuity equation, Eq. (2), may be written with the help of
Eq. (28) as

P

da " rD

(29)

^

D . 1 - ,V-1

(30)

(1 - vnr
Equation (29) may be used in turn to cast Eq. (28) into the form
q

dv =

v ä^

7-I

^7

-n

1

rth?n fe

(31)

Observe that 1 - vn = 0 on the approach line A0 (Fig. 2) and hence
that 1-vn-^Oasa-^mon our streamline, far upstream of the shock.
Similarly, l/r -> 0 as a -^ ».

l'
-13We now introduce the strong-shock assumption co« 1, with R not
small.

Since

TJ

= 1 and v = -(l -

R)/R

at the shock, by Eq. (8), Eq.

(31) shows v(a) to be approximately constant as long as 1 -

VT)

= 0(1).

To this approximation, therefore, the streamline is straight, and
- vt]) is a linearly decreasing function of a, while r is a line-

TI/(1

arly increasing function of a; therefore, Eq. (29) shows p to decrease
in inverse proportion to some positive power of r as the streamline is
followed upstream from the shock.
Sufficiently far upstream, however, we must anticipate that a will
become so large that

V"1^2 = 0(1)
This relation defines a "transition" segment of the streamline, on
which cop

a « 1 still, so that v remains approximately constant, by

Eq.- (31), while the law of dependence of p on cr changes appreciably,
by Eq. (29).

When this new trend only begins to take effect, D must

still be positive, and since v < 0, p must still decrease with increasing a.
As the streamline is followed farther upstream, there are therefore just two possibilities. One is that a stage is reached where
7-I 2
cop
a » 1; that must certainly occur if p is bounded away from zero
on the streamline.

But before this stage can be reached, a value of

a must occur at which D = 0 and dp/da and dv/da are singular, by Eqs.
(29) and (51).

Since a represents also a conical variable, the singu-

larity is a limit line, and the solution is multivalued.

A solution

of this kind, but with expansion in the stream direction, is envisaged
by Reyn.' '
The second alternative is that D remains positive, and hence
p -♦ 0 as a -♦ o» upstream.
It should be observed that the argument just given is independent
of the assumption of uniform, axial flow downstream of the shock.

What-

ever that flow, if the assumption of conical symmetry is made, the shock
must be straight, and if its inclination

T

« 1 (Fig. 2) and

I^T

is not

*
The quantitative discussion of Sec. Ill confirms that p7"1/(l - vn)2
Increases with a when 1 - VTJ «= 0(1).
^
/ v
1/

.3h-

small, -vÄiere M

is the Mach number Juet downstream of the shock, then

Eqs. (2), (3), and (5) are valid, and hence also Eqs. (29) and (31)«
The argument then remains quite unchanged, unless the highly implausible
assumption be made that the gas enters the shock at a glancing angle
r-1
« T (so that 1 - v1 « 1). Again, since only the product cvp'
appears
on the right-hand side of Eqs. (29) and (ßl), the argument is unchanged
■ p, across the shock be small, even

should the density ratio R = p1/p
though v / 0(1) in this case.

In fact, the argument is based essentially

on the structure of the denominator D; therefore, it is also independent
of the strong-shock assumption.
D, = 1 -

1

^l

The value of D at the shock is
,

Pxd - V

2

1

O " V^J

by Eqs. (5) and (l), and if the plausible assumption be made that the
gas Is still converging towards the axis when it enters the shock (so
that v1 < 0), then the condition M.T :> 1 is sufficient to insure ^ > 0.
It follows from Eq. (29) that a compression precedes the shock, and if
v remains negative as the streamlines are followed upstream a limit line
D « 0 can be avoided only if p -» 0 as (l - VTl) -> 0 far upstream.

-15-

VI.

MIKOL'SKU'S ARGUMENT

A quite different argument^2' shovs that the hypersonic assumption
Is also unnecessaiy and that not even the conical assumption is essential. The characteristic equations of steady, axlally symmetrical flow
of invlscid gas are^'
g. -r cot M-dp -r sin 0 sin u
q p

sin (0 + n)

dr

.

dr

,

-

,

,

v

ax

^

vhere 0 is the stream direction, n is the Mach angle, and where ordlnaiy, not hypersonlcally distorted, variables are used.

More explicitly,

for a perfect gas with constant specific heat, Eq. (32) may be written^
d0 ± dcu ± ^- dS + sin 0 sin n cosec (0 +
v

H)

^1 = 0
r

on— -tan(0+n)
■where 7(7 - l)x ■ sin n cos

\J.,

(33)

S is the specific entropy, and

«/2
Is the Prandtl angle, \dilch Is a monotonic, continuously differentiable
function of y. with CD(0) - (n - l)it/2, n2 =■ (7 + l)/(7 - l).
Consider now the flow past a body of revolution with boat tall
(Fig. 1*), the family of Mach lines C'E1 sloping down to the body surface,
and, in particular, the limiting member CE of this family which meets
the body surface at the tip of the tall.

If the flow is not totally

degenerate, the respective differences between the values of 0, 00, and
S at the points C and E must be finite.

On the other hand if Eq. (32)

or (33) is integrated along the Mach line from C to E, the term proportional to r

furnishes a divergent contribution, unless 0 - 0 or

H = 0 at E. But the meridian slope of the body is negative at E if the
tail is not cusped.

-16-

Flg. k
Nikol'skii excludes the possibility that (1=0 (l/M - 0) and
concludes that the paradox must be resolved by the occurrence of subsonic flow near the tip of the boat tail.

In support of this, he shows

that the gas flowing along the body surface must undergo an appreciable
compression as the radius becomes small on the tail.
Nonetheless, such a conclusion does not follow.

The relevant

problem is not that of the flow of inviscld gas past the geometrically
prescribed body surface but that of the limit of real-gas flow past
the body as viscosity tends to zero.
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